Customer-Facing Backend Release Notes
July 16, 2014

Summary:
The Revel team is proud to announce the July backend release. This release supports the upcoming 1511.

Please keep in mind that an iOS upgrade will be needed to take full advantage of the latest build.

Features:
Kitchen Print by Dining Option – The settings for Kitchen Printing by Dining option are in. You will find these settings under KitchenView/KitchenPrint. There is a tagged field for each Dining option. If you don’t input any printers, then printing can happen to all printers. If you *do* input printers, then only those printers will print that dining type. Thus, you can say that your cheese pizza normally prints to both the KDS and the Recipe printer. But, you don’t want labels for Dine In, so you put only the KDS in the Dine In field. Filtering by Dining option works for all KDS, Kitchen Printers and Recipe Printers.
Auto Apply for Discounts – This setting is enabled in the Discount Details button. Revel is excited about the upcoming iPad work in which discounts that are marked as Auto Apply will apply themselves on the iPad if the order meets the discounts rules. Employees will not have to manually apply them. Please note this is at the item level. For instance, if you have a discount that’s buy 4 get 1 free and apply this setting, the discount will be automatically applied to that 5th item.

Live Inventory Board – If you load up https://xxx.revelup.com/inventory/board on your computer, you can watch an establishment’s inventory flow past in a visual manner. With the correct device, you can transmit and display this to a TV.
Idle Animation Sets – We can now host the animation sets created by you so that you don’t have to maintain it on your own web servers. These are used to display content when a device is in an idle state.

Google Apps Login – You can now get your Revel URL’s set up to log users into the Management-Console using Google login. If interested please reach out your Account Manager.

**Major Enhancements:**

**Kitchen Print Name Updates**  – Kitchen Print Name is now an advanced field in the Product Import/Export Template.

**PayPal Tip Adjustment**  – You can now apply tip adjustments to PayPal tips.

**Reset Barcodes & SKU’s & Inventory**  – You can reset your skus and barcodes via inventory upload. The update fields are advanced options. Please do not hesitate to provide feedback for this enhancement.

**CRM Export Options**  – We have a new data export called Customers-Orders-Items. It is found under the CRM import/export tab (because that seemed a reasonable thing to do at the time). This data dump has a line for *every* order item on every order (by default every order that has a customer, but you can include the ones without customers). Unique among most reports, it includes the item tax.
All Save & Product Classes – A Save All button has been added to Product Classes. Stay tuned - Revel is currently working its way through the entire menu with this functionality.

Email Improvements & Online Ordering – We greatly improved our emails for online ordering: Improving their content and giving more user control (like adding a bcc option).

Required Reason for Inventory – If you try to reset Inventory for a product, we *force* you to give a reason.

Periodic Promotional Footers & Receipts – The settings for the Periodic Promotional Footer are now in Receipts Settings. Input your text, how often you want the text to appear, and install 1510.

Barcode Format Updates – Moved barcode format out of receipts and into Advanced POS settings.

Reset Cost Columns – Added reset cost columns to Inventory Import/Export.

“Used” Filter & Inventory Logs – By default, we filter out “Used” from the Inventory logs. You can restore Used by unchecking Hide Used.

Quickbooks & Splitbill Functionality – QuickBooks now understands split bills. Please look for our upcoming videos with a detailed walkthrough.

Social Media Data Fetch Updates – Added a couple of settings to support fetching Social Media data. This is “Foursquare” under Social Media and a check box on the POS station indicating that it should indeed fetch updates from Yelp and Foursquare.

Image Upload for Modifiers – You can now upload images for modifiers as well as for products.

CRV & Reports Update – Added CRV to the order history report.